June 21, 2011

Addendum No. 4
Borough of Manhattan Community College – Forensics and Bio-Technology Center Lab – Invitation for Bid
Project No: MC385X

This Addendum is issued for the purpose of amending the subject Bid Documents and is hereby made part of said Bid to the same extent as though it were originally therein.

The Due Date for this project scheduled for 11:00 a.m. on Thursday, June 23, 2011 has been further extended until 11:00 a.m., on Wednesday, June 29, 2011. Bids will be opened at 11:00 a.m., Wednesday, June 29, 2011.

This Addendum is issued pursuant to Standard form of Agreement, Article 1 & Invitation to Bid form. Bidders are required to acknowledge receipt of the Addendum by returning it signed with their submitted Bid. Failure to do so shall be considered grounds for rejection of your Bid.

Attachment: Revised Drawings previously issued as Addendum #2 in CD format is attached in hard copy form. See list attached.

Clarification:

The low Bidder awarded this contract shall enter into a contract with the Research Foundation of CUNY.

Insurance Requirements – The Research Foundation of CUNY is to be included as additionally insured as set forth under Section 12, Insurances in Volume 1 of the Contract Document.

Contact: MaryAnn Bellomo, DDCM.ContractsDept@mail.cuny.edu

By signing in the space provided below, the Bidder acknowledges receipt of this Addendum.

This Addendum must be signed by the Bidder and submitted with the Bid.

Name of Bidder

Name of Authorized Bidder Representative  Title  Signature  Date

__ __________________________  ______________________  _______________ ______________________